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IM*kODUOTIOH

The projection of the retina on the superior

collicuius was worked out anatomically on rabbit

(Brouy/er and Zeeman 1923), rat (Lashley 1934),

opossum (Bodian 1937) and the ferret (Jefferson

1940), Lesions were made in the retina and

followed by the Marchi method. Recently and for

the first time Apter used the electrical method by

applying surface electrodes on the surface of the

colliculus of cat and shining light in the different

parts of the visual field as a stimulus (jApter 19<±5).
If the projection of the retina on the

superior colliculus is to be studied in terms of

point to point representation the Harchi technique

is quite inadequate because the lesions which were

made in the retina were quite large and the results

showed the projection of different quadrants of the

retina on the superior colliculus in a gross

anatomical picture# Moreover in animals as the

monkey and cat this method did not give conclusive

results, probably due to the small siae of the

superior colliculus and the crudenoss of the Msrchi

method# The electrical method used by Apter is

s great improvement no doubt, but the surface

electrodes again are big and it is only the surface

of the colliculus that was explored#

In this r/ork I aimed at using microneedle

electrodes, and fixing the animal in the stereotaxic

instrument and by manipulating the needle I could

reach any part of the superior colliculus and thus



have the opportunity to record from the surface >

and more important to explore the depths of this

structure. The animals used were the rabbit,

goat and pigeon#
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Th,„ JxViJCTUm; UP OUILHIQK
COLLICULUS Ih H.uu^LS

The structure of the superior colliculus has

been studied in many mammals as rat, rabbit, cat,

opossum end ferret, (Cajal 1911, Tsai 1925,

Tsang 1957, Bodian 1937, Jefferson 1940),

Following the nomenclature of Tsang, the

superior colliculus con be divided into six layers:

Layey ; Stratum zonplq

This is a very thin layer, consisting of small

marginal cells, and fine myelinated fibres. It is

difficult to demonstrate especially if silver

impregnation methods are used, Ganser (1887)
denied its existence,

La.ver II Stratum priseum suoerficiale

This is a thick layer, easily demonstrated

in toluidin blue stained material, composed of

rather small cells,

La.ver III Stratum ooticum

Also thick and easily shown in sections

stained with silver or hematoxylin ( -eil). As will

be seen later, it is composed of two components,

a superficial one, which is the continuation of the

fibres of the mesencephalic root of the optic tract

and a deeper, which arises from the occipital

cortex. There are edium sized cells scattered

among the fibres.
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Layer IV Stratum lemnisci

The fibres in this layer belong to the

lemniseal system and to the brachium of the

superior colliculus. Small cells and some giant

cells are seen also.

Layer V Stratum album profundum

The cells are small and the fibres are the

efferents coming from the superficial layers.

Layer VI stratum i?riseum centrale

This is the grey matter surrounding the

aqueduct of Sylvius.

Much work has been done to determine which of

the above mentioned layers receive optic fibres.

Gajal (1911) come to the conclusion that

optic fibres coming from the optic tract partislly

terminate in the superficial part of the stratum

opt i cum, and artiolly in the whole thickness of

the stratum griseum superficiale. The former he

colled "arborisations inferieures" and the latter

"arborisations superieures". Gajol also says

that the terminations in the stratum grieeura

ouperficiale are complex, because one optic fibre

would make connections with many cells.

As regards the deeper layers and the stratum

konole, Cagol was of the opinion that no optic fibres

reach them.

These studies of Gajal were made on the mouse;
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after enucleation of one eye, he followed the

degeneration in Merehi sections.

Tsang (1937) with an entirely different method

tried to determine the sites of termination of

o. tic fibres in the superior colliculus. Kis

work is very good except that he considered the

stratum zonale and stratum griseum superficiale

as one layer. So, whereas he could easily

determine that optic fibres ter iinate in the

stratum griseum superficiale and stratum optieum,

he completely ignored the individuality of the

stratum zonale. From the description of the

method he used, one can be sure that his method

cannot answer whether optic fibres end in the

stratum zonale or not.

Tsang prepared ueigert sections from normal

colliculi and compared them with sections from

mice which have been blinded in one eye 8t infancy

using a screw micrometer to easure the depth of

the various layers.

The anteroposterior length of the superior

colliculus was found to diminish to 76 j of the

normal control. The cells in the stratum

griseum showed atrophy three months after the

enucleation of the ©ye and this atrophy became very

pronounced seven to seventeen months after the

operation.
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In the available literature we find that two

workers tto wholly agree th t optic fibres reach

the stratum aonale,

Bodian (1937) working on the opossum, studied

degenerated material using the March! method. lie

found that retinal fibres from the temporal part of

the retina do reach the ipsilateral colliculus in

its anterior half and end in the stratum aonale»

He also elaims that he could follow fibres to the

contralateral eolliculus, ending in the same stratum

but much less in number than those to the

ipsilateral one.

More recently Le Gros Clark (cited by

Jefferson 1940} cut the o tic nex^ve in four rats.

The animals were allowed to live oik, two, three

and four days respectively after the section, and

then killed. Sections in the brain were stained

with silver (modified Hanson method). Degeneration

granules were well demonstrated in animals killed

three or four days after the section (probably had

enough time to show the degeneration). The

granules represented the degenerated terminals of

optic fibres, and could be seen in the stratum

opticum, stratum griseum superficiale and the stratum

aonale. All were to be found in the contralateral

collicuius only. The work of Clark puts it

beyond doubt that all the three layers receive

optic fibres. Probably he succeeded
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where the other workers failed because the

terminals reaching the stratum zonale have lost

their myelin sheaths- before they arrived there and

can only be demonstrated with this method, whereas

Marehi's technique fsiled to do so#

The composite origin of the stratum opticura

was referred to above#

Gajcl (1911) removing one eye in the cat and

following the degeneration by the Marchi method,

found that it is only the superficial part of the

stratum opticura that suffered, whereas the deeper
t

component remained intact and he concluded that this

deeper part is composed of fibres coming from the

cortex and gave it the name (voie cortico-

bigemlnale)• He followed the fibres in this

deeper part and found them to end partly in the

stratum opticum itself and partly in the deeper

stratum lemnisci which this author hod called zone

ganglionaire,

Tsang's (1937) work referred to above had also

shown that after enucleating one eye the deeper part

of the stratum opticum regained intact even after

seventeen months survival (before killing the

animal)*

Then it would be expected that this component

would degenerate if its origin in the cortex was

damaged• So Barris et al (1935) made lesions
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in the striate and peristriate cortex of the cat,

they followed the degeneration by Marchi method and

could find the granules in the deeper part of the

stratum optieum of the ipsilateral colliculus.

Jefferson (1940) got the same results, wording

on the ferret, but does not agree with Csjel as

regards the final destination of these fibres.

C8jal,8S mentioned above, followed the terminals

in the stratum opticum itself and also the stratum

lemnisei, but Jefferson suggests that they end in

the stratum opticum and the stratum griseum

auperficiale. In the literature available we

could not find any other work that confirms either

view.

Although both Barris and Jefferson made these

lesions in the occipital lobe, this does not

preclude there being other fibres taking origin

elsewhere in the cortex as the frontal lobe. This

will be referred to later.

It seems that in lower mpramals as the rat and

rabbit where there is almost complete crossing at

the chiasma, no retinal fibres can be demonstrated

in the ipsilateral colliculus (Pavlov; 1900, Berl

1920, Brouwer et al 1923, Overbosch 1927 and Lashley

1934) This is not the case in higher mammals

as primates where uncrossed fibres to the colliculus

could be demonstrated as Bodian (1937) had

demonstrated in the opossum* These fibres as

Bodian describes occupy the moat superficial layer
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of the stratum opticura and from there they climb

up to end in the stratum zonale as mentioned earlier.

Bodion went even further and mapped these retinal

fibres on the superior collieulus of the opossum.

He foilnd that fibres from the upper uncrossed

temporal field pass to the anterior and lateral

port of the ipGiloteral colliculus and fibres from

the lower uncrossed temporal field pass to the

anterior and medial part of the ipsilaterel

colliculus and fibres from the intermediate part of

the uncrossed temporal field pass to an intermediate

area in the anterior part of the ipsilateral superior

colliculus.

Recently After 4194-5) working on the cat and

using surface electrodes on the colliculus and

shining light in front of the eye as a stimulus

could map the uncrossed temporal retinal fibres on

the colliculus in the sarnie way.

The-opossurri is a marsupial and not a primate.
The crossing of optic nerve fibres is related to the
visual field and not to evolutionary level. As in

* the cat, the opossum's eyes look straight ahead.
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Tiki oTkUCTlikfi OH Till 01?!G
TECTUM IK BIRDS

The optic tectum of birds has quite a

different structure from that of mammals* The

size is relatively big, and the two structures do

not meet each other in the midline* because they

are displaced ventrolaterally#

There has been a difference of opinion bout

the number of layers in the optic tectum of birds*

Bellonei (1888) described seven layers, Hamon

(1898)* Ramon y Cajal (1891) snd (1911) fifteen

layers, Van Gehuchten (1892) three leyere, Von

ilolliicer (1896) using Weigert material and His

(1899) using Golgi method nine layers*

Jungherr (1945) studied the mesencephalon in

the chiciieni lie gave a detailed description of the

layers of the optic tectum, and ascribed the enormous

number of layers to a subdifferentiation of "stratum

griseum et fibrosum superficiale"# In this

description he follows the fundamental pattern of

six layers in reptiles and birds, as laid down by

liuber and Crosby (1929) which has been amplified
due to a subdifferentiation of 'fetratum grioeura et

fibrosum superficiale"*

The. layers as described by Junghorr ore listed
in order from the surface to the ventricle:

I Stratum zonale

Poorly developed and not present in all reptiles*
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II Stratum o'oticum

Formed by the incoming optic fibres, and

deli ited centrally by a thin but distinct band of

small pale-staining neurons,

III Stratum wrisaum et fibrosum suwerficiale

From the surface inwards the following

secondary layers con be differentiated:

(a) a cell-poor ares underlying stratum opticum,

(b) a broad band of pale-staining small neurons,

(c) a cell-poor area in which fibre fascicles run,

(d) a band of colls consisting of a row of linearly

arranged, pale-staining neurons, a narrow,

cell-poor fibre area and then a deeply situated

line of linearly arranged deeply staining cells,

so compactly arranged that their cell bodies can¬

not always be recognized. Internal to this

band, two others may still be differentiated,

(e) a broad band of small scattered neurons,

(f) a layer containing more closely arranged cell

bodies,

(g) a broad cell-free zone.

IV Stratum griseum centrale

Consists of a broad, somewhat irregularly delimited

band of widely spaced medium sized neurons. These

neurons are ntejor contributors to the efferent

tectal system.
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V Stratum album centrale

A fibre area underlying stratum griseum

centrale. Through this white layer the main

efferent pathways of the optic tectum run.

VI Stratum rriseum periventriculare

I?inds representation in the small-celled gray

intercalated close to the optic ventricle. Its

neurons are so arranged that the dendrites spread

toward the ventricle and the neuraxes either enter

the efferent layer of stratum album centrale or pass

toward the periphery of the tectum.

VII Stratum, fibrosum nerivontriculare

Consists of fibres which circumscribe the

ventricle. Into it come fascicles from the

hypothalamus, the inferior collicuius end the

cerebellum and perhaps from other brain levels.

The nucleus mesencephalicus lateralis pars

dorsslis is considered to bo the homologue of the

mammalian inferior collicuius (Huber and Crosby

1929). It is formed of medium sized pale-

staining neurons forming a considerable mass along

the ventral aspect of the optic ventricle, from

which it is separated by the periventricular gray

and fibrous tectal strata. The pretectal

nucleus is to be found in the dorsolateral aspect

of the diencephalon near its caudal end, (Huber

and Crosby 1929).
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It seems that stratum griseum et fibrosum

superficisle is the site of termination of optic

fibres.

To the best of my Knowledge the mapping of the

retina on the optic tectum of birds has not been done

either anatomically or by physiological means.
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jjgjftSiLaNT . ,,Ti- . iYG iO THE HPIliniOH COLLICULUS

I The mesencephalic root of the ontic tract

This has been referred to above as terminating

in the superficial layers of the stratum opticum.

The majority of the optic tract fibres end in the

lateral geniculate body, but a bundle situated on

the medial side of the tract passes through the

superior quadrigeminal brachium and enters the

superior colli cuius. (Vo*
II Cortico mesencephalic fibres

These hove also been referred to as ending in

the deeper layers of the stratum opticum.

(a) Pontomesencephalic fibres

These descend in the medial part of the

cerebral peduncle and entering the tegmental

region of the midbrain, terminate in connection

with the superior colliculus or directly with the

oculomotor nuclei.

Crosby, Yoss and Henderson (195?) found that in

the monkey these fibres go directly to the

oculomotor nuclei without relaying in the

superior colliculus. They stimulated different

parts of the eye field in the frontal cortex in

monxey under ether anaesthesia. The animal

must be am the verge of consciousness to obtain

upward eye movements from the stimulation of the

appropriate portion of the frontal cortex.
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Downward movements also may bo obtained only

when the anaesthesia is very light, but

horizontal deviations appear when the animal

is somewhat more deeply anaesthetised although

still under light anaesthesia#

Sherrington (1893) pointed out that the

frontal cortex may exert an inhibitory as well

as an excitatory effect over the burning of the

eyes in various directions#

(b) Occipitomesencephalic fibres
ttz-

These arise in occipital lobe and in

Vieigset stained sections can be seen penetrating

the base of the pulvin r and entering the deeper

layers of the stratum opticum of the superior

colliculus# There is much dispute about the

origin of these fibres, whether they arise from

the visual area proper, i#e# area 17 or from the

peristriote areas 18 and 19#

Polish (1952) wording on monkeys come to

the conclusion that they ore derived from the

peristriste cortex# The same conclusion

was arrived at by Foerster (1931)# he

stimulated the striate area in patients during

intracroniol operations, but could not elicit

any ocular movements, while stimulation of the

perietriote areas resdily produced the

movements#



On the other hand olicer and Weaver (1940)

could obtain lateral conjugate deviation of the

eyes in monkeys by stimulation of the cortex of

the area striata itself# These workers

claim even that they obtained a localisation

in this ares. Stimulation of the cortex

above the calcarine fissure made the eyes move

laterally and downwards and stimulation below

this fissure made the eyes move laterally and

upwards#

No definite conclusion can be arrived at

with this controversy, but whether the cortico-

mesencephalic fibres arise from the ares striata

itself or from the peristriate area* we should

not forget the existence of association fibres

between these visual areas#

recording to the experiments with the

strychnine method of Von Bonin, Carol and

MeCulloch (1942), area 18 has efferent

association connections with areas 17 and 19 and

also with the opposite area 18 (Monkeys and

chimpanzees). This even has to be accepted

with caution because the technique of

MeCulloch and his co-workers is open to much

criticism (Ralph Druckrnan 1952).

Hot all these corticomesencephalic fibres



end in the superior colliculus. There is

evidence that some of them do not relay in this

structure at all, but go direct to other parts

of the midbrain,,

Qernheimer (1899) destroyed the superior

colliculus and then stimulated the occi.ital

lobe and still obtained eye movements.

More recently Pettier (1935) found that

cortieorafesencephalie fibres in the monkey extend

from the upper lip of the calcarine fissure to

the oculomotor nucleus, trochlear nucleus, the

central grey matter of the aqueduct and fasciculus

longitud ins lis media lis, Not only this but

we must remember that some of these

corticomesencephalic fibres are concerned

with the light reflex and although they may be

with the same bundle in port of their course,

yet they hove their own destination. Glark

(1932) traced fibres from the cortex of the rat

to the pretectal nucleus, and Barris (1936)

confirmed this fact by stimulation of this

cortical area in the cat and got constriction

of the pupils.

Ifl ^cqustiq fibres

These appear to reach the superior colliculus

jdireetly from the inferior colliculus (woollerd and
IHarpman 1940).
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IV Fibres reach the superior colliculus from the

medial lemniscus either as terminals or as collaterals.

V Fibres from the substantia nigra and possibly

other parts of the basal ganglia reach the superior

colliculus.

These are some of the afferent pathways

reaching the superior colliculus. The importance

of each varies in different animals for exam le in

man and primates it is stated that the optic and

cortical fibres are the most important.

effeeekt PATHWAYS FROM TIIE oonLijiiLUs

I Efferent fibres to the nuclei of the oculomotor,

trochlear and abducent nerves.

II The tectospinal tract

Arises from the deep cell layers of the

superior colliculus. Most of its fibres cross the

midline in front of the aqueduct and descend in

pons and medulla oblongata immediately anterior to

the medial longitudinal fasciculus. It can be

followed in the cervical region of the spinal cord

where it lies in the ventral column close to the

ventral median fissure. It gives collaterals to

cranial nerve nuclei in the pons and medulla.
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Thiii I-jSLATIQM og Tlxiil SUPKRIOi-. .0 JLLI0ULU3
TO THO PATilfAY Qg Tlllil LIuii'i' icEffJUSX

It was long believed that fibres concerned

with constriction of the pupil in response to light

traverse the superior colliculus on their way to

the oculomotor nucleus0 Later it was found that

in the monkey complete destruction of the superior

colliculus does not affect at all the light reflex®

(Knoll 18699 Bechterew 18839 Bernheimer 1909s,

Levinsohn 1909® and Keller and Stewart 1932).

Ranson and Magoun (1933), Magoun (1935), Hare,

Magoun and Eanson (1935), Magoun and Eanson (1935)
confirmed the fact that destruction of the superior

colliculus in the eat did not abolish the lip;ht

reflex, and showed the centre of the light reflex to

be "in the pretectal area.

Although this pretectal area is well

distinguished from the superior colliculus in

animals like the cat, in man it is less clearly

separated and Kap.ers, Huber and Crosby (1936) tend

to hoinologize it with the deepest layers of the
.

superior collieulu s•
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RETIBO OOLLX JULA.. i . OJh.GTIQB

As was mentioned in the introduction, the

projection of the retina on the superior collieulus

has been worked out in the rat, rab .it, opossum and

ferret sucees fully by the Marchi method, (Brouwer

and Zeeman 1925, Bodian 1937, Lashley 1934 and

Jefferson 1940).

Brouwer and Zeeman failed to demonstrate the

localization in higher mammals as cat and monkey.

It seems that the number of fibres reaching the

superior collieulus from the optic tract in these

animals is small and it was suggested that these

fibres lose their myelin covering after entering

the superior colliguIus and so degeneration material

could not be seen,

Apter (1945) however succeeded in mapping the

retinocollicular projection in the cat by recording

action potentials from the surface of the collicuius

by means of surface electrodes when a small flash of

light is situated in a certain point in i,he field of

vision. She found that the temporal (uncrossed

fibres) from the retina are projected to the

ipsilateral colliculus and that the crossed ones

to the contralateral colliculus,

Apter agrees with the workers who used the

Marchi method as regards the pattern of the
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localization of the retina in the superior

colli cuius#

In the rat, rabbit, opossum ana ferret

(Lashley, Brouwer et al, Bodian and Jefferson) we

icnow that the lower half of the retina is projected

on the medial half of the superior colliculus, the

upper half of the retina, on the lateral half of the

superior colliculus, the temporal half of the retina

is presented anteriorly in the colliculus and the

nasal half of the retina is caudal or posterior on

the colliculus. In these animals there is more

or less complete crossing of optic fibres in the

chiasms, whereas in the cat there is partial

decussation. So Apter found systematic

projection of temporal retina of the left eye on

the left superior colliculus, of the nasal retina

of the left eye on the right superior colliculus.

The line of division passes through the area centralis.

The lower retina is projicted on the superior

colliculus medial to the upper retina. Points

along the vertical meridian are projected at the

anterior end of the superior colliculus. Points

110° temporal to the vertical meridian of the

visual field of the left eye are at the posterior

end of the right superior colliculus. Points

90° nasal to this vertical meridian are at the
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anterior end of the left superior collicuius#

--J'JX' , LO. - J Ui-I . ..I'.JJ JdU.Lu.i. :»UV. - -'■lA.l'vJ

The presence of localization of the retina on

the superior eolliculue and the connection of the

latter with the occipital end frontal cortex on the

one hand and nuclei of the oculomotor nerves on the

other, makes it highly probable that the superior

colliculus is concerned with fixation reflexes.

It was known thet electrical stimulation of the

superior colliculus produces conjugate movements

of the eyes, the direction de ending on the site of

stimulation on the superior colliculus. This

was systematically studied by Apter 1946. Her

method consists of applying strychhine on a little

area on the surface of the superior colliculus

of cat under very light anaesthesia. The point

in touch with the strychnine will of course become

readily sensitive to incoming visual impulses. At

this time a light if? flashed into the eye. Both

eyes then move together to bring the centre of gaze

to a certain point in the visual field. This

point in the field is then corresponding to the

point on the surface of the colliculus covered or

under the effect of strychnine#

The whole surface of the colliculus was thus

investigated with the strychnine noting each time
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where the eyes looked in the visual field. imter

thus rasp:. e<J the col/.ieolu© for 'these movem nte end
'

I
the mop is is agreement with the previous

anatomical ana hysiologioel f indings.

Thd ...i ,P. .a.-, , . ■••■■■. IP u

The afferent limb of the reflex are for ocular

raeveraents starts in the retina and anas in toe

cortical visual area. The efferent lim is

presumed to be the eortieofugal fibres poeoing to

the superior collicuius and ultimately to the ©y©

muscles nuclei. h& concerns the reflex centre

it is supposed to be In the occipital lobe* ' what

is the function of the frontal centre then? holme*

(1938) writes w .11 evidence at our uie seal indicates

thot the frontal oculomotor centre ie concerned in

these move ate and reactions of the eyes which we

nay call voluntary. Through it* we can by an

effort of will look or turn our eyes in any direct ion

sod ©onverg© Ihcra on s near object.1* -in the

other band - "The functions of the occipital centre

ere more numerous* Fusion, that is, the react lone

nee©saury to unify tfee separate impress ions from the

two ret lose# sad oc emo&stion dspenu on it. The

movements of the eyes to on object outside central

vision in oo far as it is Im clustery is also excited

through the occipital cortex by extra fovea 1 impoleef.
I .-urn finally the maintenance of fixation on a point,
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whether it is at rest or in movement is determined

by a cortical reflex inechanism in the occipital

lobes". It op.ears that the superior eolliculus

is involved in these ocular reflexes.

It is a basic mechanism on which impulses from

both occipital and frontal centres can act. But

certain observations indicate thet a subcortical

reflex nedioted through the colliculus alone could

exist for example, the sudden turning of the

heae to 8 ^'iash of light and occurence of optokinetic

nystagmus in infants and the unconcious patients.

Furthermore, there is suggestion that the

retinocolliculcu- projection in nan is well localized.

This is inferred from cases of pineal body tumours

pressing on the superior colliculus. In these

cases paralysis of gaze in an upward direction is

commonly observed. This is followed later by

paralysis of downward gaze and in the terminal stages

of horizontal gaze. From A. ter'e map we find

that the site for upward movements of eyes is found

medially and anteriorly on the superior colliculus,

and this is the part first pressed on in pineal

body tumours, followed by the lateral anterior part

which is concerned with downward gaze.
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f .U . . , J'.> V i ', ■ :.AJ ^-J.. XiLiiU

jfrtj ■)>. ■•■■ V- --..i-i.- -«• ... .M jjg

Que© the habit of brightness discrimination

bas been established in rats, then complete

#©efcraetion of the striate area 1 to temporary

loss of the hobit which can be refor^ied in normal

learning time vhaehley 191-6 - 1936)• i.-orrica

(1910) and Brown (1936) suggested that the

Dieeoonism for the habit must he subcortical# ;s

the lateral geniculate body is affected by retrograde

degeneration then it cannot he held responsible# so

the superior collicolas seems to be of importance in

that function.. But freemen and : a as (3.930)

and 'iayraen (1936) proved that rots with lesions- in

the superior colliaulas could learn a brightness

discrimination in the normsX learning time#

ho it seemed li.--.ely (l.oshley 1933) that both

the striate cortex a sad superior collisolas have

equivalent importance la the habit, and so if one

is destroyed the other will tarn over its function#,

hi ,-Ti': i ■ ■'i-|nil,„ V,, t-'Mih;-; 11 "-i'tr''i Pi ) ,„,,,,,--m --■'r. '% -hi»

hashley ) 3.931) one laueSjloy ass? fraa& (1934)

aug ested that the superior colliculua m...y be

import?,nt in ;..afc tern v ieloa* Ztmee woruer© ' ere-

iaveetigr-ting the cerebral cortex* and they showed

that the anterolateral pert of the striate area

is essential for detailed vision in the ret* borae

of the rets Incidentally had lesions in the
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superior colliculus together with lesions in non

cortical parts of the striate area. These rots

were disoriented on the jumping stand. But

later Laymen (1936) found that rats with colliculus

lesions alone could learn to discriminate striations

as well as normal animals, Ghiselli (1937)

suggests that the possibility remains that the

superior colliculus might be involved in the habit

in the intact animal. If there were a loss of

the habit, or a reduction in visual acuity after

lesions in this centre, such would seem to be the

case, So Ghiselli taught a group of rats to

discriminate striations and brightness. Their

visual acuity and brightness.thresholds were also

determined, ^fter destruction of the superior

colliculus, the animals were tested for retention

and their thresholds of discrimination were

redetermined. It was found that the lesions

produced no loss in the retention of either

discrimination or change in visual acuity or

brightness threshold, Ghiselli concluded that

detail and brightness discrimination habits are not

mediated by the superior colliculus alone.
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Thai JOhifciCTIOk OP Ti^ OPTIO LOBk IP BIPDS

There is complete decussation of optic nerve

fibres at the chiasms. Perlia (1889) demonstrated

this in cuckoo, chicken and sparrow.

A great deal of attention was given to the

accessory optic tracts in birds whereas very little

was given to the optic tract itself. The greater

number of the fibres after crossing at the chiasms

incline laterslwsrds and slightly backwards and

constitute the lateral or marginal optic tract.

This enters the tectum surrounding it on all sides

and forms the covering layer. It contributes

small bundles to the lateral geniculate body.

Perlia traced the smaller bundle iinown as the

medial optic tract dorsalward and found it to

terminate in a nuclear mass which he termed the

nucleus of the medial optic root. Perlia

referring to a statement by Von Gudden that there

exist two types of fibres in the optic nerves fine

centripetal fibres concerned with the light

impulses arising in the retina and carrying them to

the brain, and coarse centrifugal ones concerned

with pupillary reactions. Perlia considered the

medial optic tract as carrying the second type of

fibres.

Elany workers described the nucleus at which the

medial optic tract ends. Bellonci (1888), Singer

and Ilufcaer (1890) and Jelgersma (1896), colled it
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ganglion opticum basale. Edinger (1895) called

it the ganglion isthmi. Recently (l9?8)f Craigie

considered it one portion of the ganglion isthmi

complex. Jelgersme (1896) after enucleating one

eyes could prove that the cells in the nucleus

degenerate and he regarded the optic fibres leading

from it as centrifugal in character. This was

further proved by Wallenberg (1898) who gave further

proof of its centrifugal course by proving that

direct injury to the nucleus was followed by

degeneration of the tract.

It seems that the cortex of the bird has

aroused much interest that one finds most of the work

dose is on that structure. The visual function

among other functions aroused much interest.

Edinger (1895) believed that the occipital lobe

of the forebrain was en optic centre and that its

chief association path wss the occipito mesencephalic

tract. Kalischer (1900) looking for centres for

movements of different organs found a centre

concerned with closing of the eyes and he too

considered the posterior pole visual in function,

kalischer confirmed his localizations by extirpation

operations. But Boyce and Warrington (1898)

found that injury to any portion of the hemisphere

produced a deficiency in sight* although the defects

were most marked after removal of the entire
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hemisphere or removal of its occipital portion*

Birds deprived of their hemispheres sat with

the eyes closed and with feathers ruffled, and

manifest great lack of interest* Later they

start to move and even become restless* They

avoid obstacles in their way and they can maintain

their equilibrium.

Recently Bremer, Dow and Moruzzi (1939),

obtained a conjugate deviation of the head and

eyes toward the opposite side of the stimulated

cortex in the unanaesthetised pigeon, this is

accompanied by constriction of the pupils and

opening of the palpebral fissure.

As regards reaction to light stimulation, these

authors found that the cerebral cortex of the

pigeon reacts to the illumination of the contra¬

lateral eye by a large initial wove "on effect1*.

There is no distinct "off effect" on cessation of

the illumination*

These workers concluded from their experiments

on cortex of pigeon that the superficial layers of

neurons covering the striatum dorsally and

posteriorly have physiological properties and a

functional significance- the latter being

essentially optokinetic, much like those of the

neopallium of mammals*
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A vevy great number of tracts coming to or

leaving the optic tectum in birds has been

described by anatomists (see tappers, Huber? and

Crosby 1936)» The functional significance of

most of them is obscure and so they are not

| mentioned here®
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MBTIiODS

babbit

Urethane lgny'kgm was used in seventeen

preparations. The drug was prepared as 25 j in

saline solution and injected intraperitonially.

It took 45 minutes to put the animal under deep

surgical anaesthesia with loss of corneal reflex.

To hasten the effect of the anaesthetic, lcc of the

dose could be injected in an oar vein and the rest

into peritoneal cavity.

Uhen urethane was used, the above mentioned

doee was usually sufficient to keep the animal

anaesthetized for at least ten hours. It was

rarely necessary to inject more during the

experiment. The disadvantage is that it lowers

the blood pressure in some snimals (as judged by

soft eye bell) to such an extent that the retina

seems not to function. Ghloralose was added to

Urethane (25 ngrr/icng body weight) in one ins tance,

but the irritability it causes to the animal even

when it is fixed in the stereotaxic instrument

makes it undesirable.

Ether alone (for induction and maintenance)

was used once, but to induce anaesthesia with ether

in rabbits is very dangerous. The animal gets

into a stage of irrecoverable shock once it is

roughly handled, so in four rabbits, nembutal

(0.3cc for kgra body weight) diluted in saline was
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injected very slowly into an ear vein and then

anaesthesia continued with ether, using a pump.

-niraals with ether anaesthesia showed great vitality

and gave excellent responses.

Goat

Nembutal v/as used in three preparations. In

one, anaesthesia was induced with ether before

nembutal was injected. The goat consumes

nembutal very quickly and a full dose may have to

be repeated by the end of thirty minutes. So

a continuous drip was used.

For induction lee per 51b body weight was

injected slowly into the external jugular vein,

a canula was then inserted into the vein and

connected to a continuous drip infusion bottle

containing a full dose (2cc per 51b body weight) of

nembutal which could be run when necessary. A-art

from the short lasting effect of nembutal it lowered

the blood pressure too much in some animals.

Urethane 0.5 gm per kgm body weight and

ehloralose 0.05 gm per kgm in saline were used in

six preparations. is also consumed quickly

by goats but not as quickly as they consume nembutal.

Again induction was by slow intravenous injection

into the external jugular vein and a venous canula

was inserted. as a rule about three full doses are

required in the course of the twelve hours.
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Pigeon

Chloral hydrate 0.2 gm in lcc saline injected

intraperitoneally was found very successful# It

was rarely necessary to repeat the dose in the

course of the experiment# The safest way for

injection is to insert the needle just caudal to

the free edge of the sternum in the midline.

Injection of chloral hydrate into the pectoral

muscles is dangerous. It seems that absorption

from these big muscles is too rapid and quiexly

kills the animal# Intravenous injection

(axillary vein under the wing) is extremely

difficult with such a big volume of fluid# The

vein wall seems to be so friable that even with the
one

best precautions will always get a haemstoma.

For decerebration, used ethyl chloride and ether

and this was very successful# An easy way for

administration is to put cotton wool soaked with

the anaesthetic in the bottom of one litre beaker

and put the beaker on its side and slowly push the

pigeon inside it, when it can be seen throu h the

gloss to be affected by the vapour in few minutes#

The maintenance of an adequately high blood -pressure

For the retina to respond to visual stimuli

it was found that a normal blood pressure must be

maintained# Unfortunately with the anaesthetics

used, except ether in the rabbit and chloral hydrate

in the pigeon, the preparations suffered from low
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blood pressure expecially in the late hours of the

experiments. This was a genuine effect of the

anaesthetic and not from haemorrhage. Once the

blood pressure drops the pupils dilate enormously

and the intraocular tension becomes very low as

judged by softness of the eye-balls to palpation.

In the rabbit a small dose of dextran (5cc) was in

most cases effective in maintaining an adequately

high blood pressure, but it often had to be repeated.

With the goat It wss even more complicated. when

under anaesthesia the goat salivary secretion was

pouring all the time and so a continous adminstration

of saline had to be maintained to combat the

anhydraemia, and often a repeated injection of

dextri n was needed.
A.

In rtc goat wide needle had always to be inserted into an |
intestinal loop to allow gas out, otherwise

respiration is seriously effected.

OPERATIVE Pi.-OCKDUhES

Rabbit

A tracheal canule was always inserted. The

scalp was incised and in the first preparations a

trephine hole was made on one side of the midline to

avoid the superior longitudinal sinus. The hole

was enlarged with the bone nibbldro till a good

exposure of both occipital lobes was obtained.

Later the trephine was discarded and a dental burr

was used to open the skull. This was very safe

8nd did not injure the venous sinuses nor the dura.
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Plasticine was found to be the best method to stop

bleeding from bone edges, and fibrin sponges were

frequently used to stop bleeding from soft tissues.

In a few instances suction was used to remove the

occipital lobes. This entailed quite a big

anoung of bleeding.

The external auditory meatuses were then exposed

either through the same scalp incision or through

a lower separate one on each side.

Goat

The same procedures were followed except that

the trephine was never used. The dental burr was

always used instead. In later experiments when

the goats in stock became older the horns had to

be amputated which led to a profuse bleeding, but

easily stopped with plasticine.

The dura was usually kept intact till the animal

was mounted on the stereotaxic instrument and then

it was incised using a sharp cataract knife.

Pigeon

Game procedures were applied, but the sxull

of the pigeon is very brittle and the bone is packed

with air cells so one has to be csreful when using

the trephine or dental burr. another difficulty

was the presence of a bony tentorium which encroaches

on the posterior part of the up er surface of the

optic tectum. It was found best to remove It
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piecemeal very slowly with o pair of stout sharply

pointed forceps. One should never forget this

bony shelf if going to insert needles into the

optic tectum otherwise the needle tip is broken.

For decerebrotion a small spatula curved on the

flat was used (Fig, l). After removal of the

hemispheres the anterior part of the cranial cavity

had to be well plugged with fibrin sponge otherwise

the base of the brain would be covered with a pool

of blood.

No incision was needed to expose the auditory

meatuses because they are on the surface in the

pigeon.

Curaz'e (0,15 mgm.) is always needed after

decerebration to prevent the eniraal from flying.

It v/as injected into the pectoral muscles,

MIOKOKSaDLB NLaOTiiOiJiBS

Steel needles ?/ere used. The thicker

the occipital lobe (as in goat) the longer the

needle. The needles were sharpened on Arkansas
stone mounted on a motor, till the tip was five
microns thick. It was fotind that needles thinner

than five microns at the tip easily break while

traversing the occipital lobe.

After sharpening, the needles were cleaned carefully

with trilene to re ove oil end dirt, then dipped

in varnish and slowly but steadily withdrawn and



Fig# 1 shows the epatula used for

decerebrating the pigeon, a. shows the

flat end of the spatula. B. shows the

spoon-liice curve as looked at from the

side.
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bokecl in en oven at 210'' for ten minutes. This

was always repeated so that each needle would hove

two coots of varnish. The insulation of the

needle was tested by using a 1,000 c/s oscillator

note, a wet sharpened match stick covered with wet

cotton wool and a pair of head phones, a good

needle has to be covered with varnish all over

except the very tip and base which will be in

contact with the tissues and the needle holder

respectively.

STEREOTAXIC

The head of the animal was clamped in a

stereotaxic head holder, over which the needle

holder was attached to the micrometer scale.

Ear-pieces plugged into the external auditory

meatuses, and a bar to sup. ort the upper jaw or

beak were used for the rabbit and the pigeon and in

addition to this a nailed side piece on each side

was screwed into the face bones of the goat.

In most animals the external auditory meatus is

straight and may be directed horizontally inwards

as in the cat and monkey or forwards as in the goat.

For the goat a special head holder has to be used

with the arms carrying the ear pieces directed
x

I inwards end backwards at an angle of 4-5° with the
midline (Fig. 2} but the ear pieces are the same

(Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2a Photograph of steriotaxic head holder used
for rabbit and pigeon. Ear pieces of
rabbit are shown and also the ring for
fixing the eye .

Fig. 2b Photograph of the steriotaxic head holder
for the goat , showing how the arms carrying
the ear pieces are directed inwards and
Wkwards at an angle of 45° with the
midline. The instrument is looked at hon above.
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Fig. 3 chows the conical ear-pieces
used for the goat and pigeon.

Fig. 4 shows the ear—pieces used

for the rabbit



Conditions ore quite different in the rabbit.

In fact it is the most difficult animal to fix

on the stereotaxic instrument. Actually an

animal held in the instrument is sup,orted mainly

by the ear-pieces. In the rabbit the external

auditory meatus runs inwards for a very short

distance and then downwards for a considerable

distance. If one uses the ordinary ear-pieces

which do well for the cat, monxey, goat and pigeon

t"hey will simply penetrate the thin shell of bone

and compress the brain stem, and the animal dies.

A mould of the meatal cavity of the rabbit was

prepared and attached to the free end of the ear¬

piece and by inserting the a in the cavities and

applying very carefully, sufficient pressure by

screwing the arras of ear-pieces inwards one could

hold the head in place (Fig. 4). As mentioned

before the external auditory meatuses of the pigeon

are quite superficial and run horizontally inwards.

The conical ear-pieces v/ere used very successfully.

as regards the support for the upper jaw,

a bar was used with a groove to lodge the two

central incisors in front, while the part of the

bar inside the mouth should fill the palatine arch.

Again there was modification for the rabbit because

it has two rows of incisors, long ones in front

end stunted ones behind. Special grooves were

made to accomodate both (Fig. 5).
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L
V 3

Fig. 5 the bar used to support the

up er jaw of rsbbit showing the two

grooves for accomodating the anterior

long and the posterior stunted incisors.

Fig. 6 the bar used to sup ort the

upper beak of the pigeon showing the

groove to accomodate the curved tip of

the beak and the steel v/ire passing

through the nares snd around the bar#
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In the pigeon the upper bea& was rested on

the bar with a shallow groove to accomodate the

downwards curve of the tip of the beak and a soft

steel wire is passed from one nare to the other,

and around the bar to hold the beaii tightly in

position (Fig 6).

Tiia REOOiDING GY3TEM

This was a conventional resistance capacity

coupled amplifiers with differential input. The

indifferent electrode was put in inactive scalp

tissue. Two cathode-ray tubes, one for

observation and one for camera were used to give

visual records while a loud speaker gave auditory

records.

The stimulus was a a all interrupted neon

flash with a diaphragm having a hole of lmm.

diameter. This subtends sn angle of 0.25°

on the retina. The stimulus could be counted

on the arms of the perimeter and moved on it.

Ri^FSAGTIOK

Both rabbit and goat were refracted under

atropine cycloplegia. The rabbit was found to

be erametrojic while the goat is myopic (-P) dioptres.

Even with the myopia of the '-oat the distance of

the stimulus from the eye was not long enough-to

cause any distortion of the image.
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FDL/JIuIi OF Tiiu, ihYE

To obtain accurate results in the mapping of

the retina on the superior colliculus the eye had

to be fixed all the time and centred to the fixation

point on the perimeter* For fixation of the eye

a brass ring with an arm attached to one of the

pillars of the stereotaxic instrument was used*

The ring was stitched to the eye ball around

the cornea. For the stitches to be of value they

must be corneal or in the conjunctiva in the very

near vicinity of the limbus as it is the onlfir

place where the membrane is adherent to the sclera.

If stitches are inserted even a few millimeters

from the limbus they are quite useless as the

eye could still move freely.

Brass rings of different diameters were made for

the goat, rabbit and pigeon.

If muscles were desired to be tested by pulling

on them they were detached from their scleral

insertion and tied to a string before inserting

the brass ring.

The fixed eye always had a lower intraocular

tension than the free one. It was first thought

that this resulted from interference with the

circulation in the arteries of the ciliary muscle

when the extra ocular muscles were handled, but

later it W8S found that this lowering occurred
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equally in preparations where the muscles were left

intact a Anyhow, provided the blood pressure

of the animal was about normal this unilateral low

intraocular tension did not interfere with retinal

responses to visual stimuli.

As regards centering the eye, the optic axis

was used as a guide. The visual axis could

not be used because there was no co-operation from

an animal under anaesthesia nor was it possible
ccrJuicJ\

to see e macula'to centre the perimeter on. In

fact one cannot recognize a macula in the rabbit

either ophthaliaoscopically or by dissection, and

the goat has a very dim lighb reflex which made

conditions very difficult as regards recognizing a

macula ..by ophthalmoscopic means. The pigeons

eye was too ..mall to apply such a procedure to#

Light was received from above on to a glass

slide placed opposite the hole of the centre of

the perimeter with such an angle that the rays
j

would be reflected into the animals eye. Looking

through the hole in the perimeter behind the glass

slide and manipulating the bras6 ring whose arm is

attached to a movable boll and socket joint one

could always fix the eye in a position th-t the

image of the reflected light is in the centre of the

pupil, whether it is the round pu^il of the rabbit

and pigeon or the horizontal one of the goat (Fig.7)»
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Fig. 7 shows how the eye was centred

on the fixation point on the perimeter

0. observer's eye looicing through hole

in centre of perimeter P»

L. source of light

0. glass slide set obliquely

G. animal's eye
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Thh P^ILIDTiili,:

A brass perimeter nine inches in radius was

used. The centre wss always nine inches from

the cornea. The stimulus could be mounted

on the arm of the perimeter and :oved on it.

When the needle was in the colli cuius a big light

was flashed near the eye and an approximate idea

was formed about the point in the field which

would give a response. The big light was then

carried away from the eye towards the perimeter

and finally replaced by the small stimulus. At

first the response was localized (as will be seen

later) and when the needle was deeper than the

surface one could record from a wider area in the

field and so every 5° meridian was tested in the

area of response and recorded the extent on that

particular meridian on a chart of the field of

vision.

Difficulties in perimetry

A disadvantage in the stereotaxic instrument

used, was that it had a pillar which was so near to

the eye and interfered with a great part of the

lower temporal quadrant of the field and to a

lesser extent with the upper temporal quadrant,

but fortunately not with the posterior horizontal

plane near the centre of the perimeter, so that the

central field could be investigated thoroughly.
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To ascertain the results from these inaccessable

territories a mirror was placed behind the eye with

its long axis cutting the posterior horizontal

plane of the perimeter at 25° from the centre.,

.hen light was flashed from the anterior arm of

the perimeter it fell on the mirror and would appear

to the eye of the animal as if it were coming from

somewhere in the temporal field. This part of

the investigation was started after a good deal of

: the superior colli cuius of the rsbbit

investigated, so it was possible with the help of

measurements with the stereotaxic micrometer to

insert the needle in the projection area of the

temporal field so as to get response from this

field. To moke sure that one was not recording

response from the stimulus itself but from its

image, in each stab, the eye was covered in such a

way that it could not see the actual stimulus but

could see the image in the mirror and res, onee was

always obtained whereas if one left the stimulus

free and covered the mirror the response

immediately disappeared.

To calculate where the response exactly came from

in the temporal field actual drawings were made

of the perimeter and the reflexion of the light

on the mirror was constructed. It was found

that with the position of the mirror inclined 25°
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on the perimeter and very near to the eye that

A = 50 +■ B

where B is the angle at which the light stimulus

was placed on the anterior arm of the perimeter

and A is the angle on the posterior am of the

perimeter and hence the would be position of the

stimulus in the temporal field.

hlSgQLOaiGj.L i.mThOliS

After the completion of each experiment the

brain of the rabbit or goat was perfused with

saline to wash out blood and then with 10,..

formaldehyde. In the case of the pigeon the

optic tectum was put in a 10 formaldehyde solution

for four days.

The superior colliculus was cut into sections

and stained to detect the needle tracks. At

first Oajal's silver staining method was used but

soon was given up because it was very slow and as

the sections are froaen each had to be stained

separately and kept all the time in a separate

numbered glass container.
einbeddi'ncf in

The weil stain #Hh nitrocellulose lower viscosity

(KLV) was quite adequate for detecting the needle

tr8Cks9 because it took a short time and each section

could be numbered.

20, solution was prepared as follows:
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KLV 140 gra

absolute alcohol 210 c.c.

anaesthetic ether 250 c.c.

Celloidin 4 gm

Celloidin was dissolved in alcohol ether first.

When completely dissolved NLV was added. The

solution was stored in wide mouthed bottle with

ground stopper.

5 solution was prepared by diluting one part of

20 in three parts of alcohol ether equal parts.

10 solution was prepared by diluting 20 in

equal parts of a mixture of alcohol ether (equal

parts).

The tissue was then dehydrated. If just

immersed in the dehydrating agents it would take

three days to dehydrate it, so instead a small

rotator was used and for a small piece of tissue

as the superior colliculus the whole dehydration

could be completed in six to nine hours» So after

fixation the tissue was dehydrated in 75 i alcohol

in the rotator for two to three hours at 120

revolutions per minute. Then in absolute

alcohol for two to three hours at 120 revs, per

minute. Then alcohol ether equal parts for two

to three hours at 120 revs, per minute. Then in

5 KLV for two to three hours at 100 revs, per

minute. Then in 10 . KLV for two to three hours
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at 80 revs, per minute. Then in 20$ HLV

for two to three hours at 40 revs, per minute#

The tissue was then embedded in 20,j IJLV

in a paper box made of finely porous paper

(glazed paper should not be used) for 24 hours

under a glass funnel. It should not be exposed

to sunlight nor should it be allowed to dry

excessively.

Marking ink was prepared by dissolving nitrocellulose

in amyl acetate and coloured to correct degree with

ivory black oil pigment.

The block was trimmed and the tissue was left with

enough space for writing the numbere. Then the

block was immersed in 20j NLV and immediately put

on a wooden block which was to be fixed in the

microtome. If shallow grooves are cut on the

wooden block these will fix the blocis. firmly and

minimize the risk of separation during cutting. It

took about half an hour for the block to get firmly

attached to the wood. Sections were cut 100

microns thick with the angle of Knife at 25° to 45°.

All the time during cutting the block was moistened

with 80:i alcohol to prevent drying and shrinkage.

The numbering could be writen on the block in one of

the corners before cutting, but sometimes this

leaves a mark on the next section so it was found

much easier and safer to write after cutting the

section while it is still on the knife. This

never failed.
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To find the needle tracks much depends on

how to balance the block on the microtome. One

had to imagine how the needles went through and

then using a landmark as for example the midline

between the two colliculi, would place the block

in the microtome in such a way that the knife will

cut in the same plane as was the direction of the

needles.

Staining

1. Sections placed in iron hematoxylin for twenty

to thirty minutes.

Iron hematoxylin

Distilled water 4.5 c.c»

Alcohol hematoxylin 10 0.25 c.c.

Iron alum 4 '♦ 5 e.c.

2. Rinsed in two changes of distilled water.

3. Differentiated in 4.j iron alum. Differentiation

controlled under the microscope.

4. Rinsed in two to three changes of distilled

water.

5. Rinsed in 90 . alcohol.

6. Placed on slide in 96,j alcohol and covered with

a thin paper and rubbed gently with the

forefinger to flatten the sections.

7. Repeated in absolute alcohol.

8. Repeated twice in xylol.

9. Mounted quickly in dammar, and covered with a

glass cover.
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It was found that equally good results were

obtained whether young or old hematoxylin was used.

Iron alum continues to act for a longer time than one

expects if the sections are not thoroughly washed

in distilled water after the differentiation. It

was found best, after the required differentiation

had been achieved to leave the sections in a large

volume of distilled water over night before they

were mounted•

After dehydrating the sections it was found that

the simplest and safest clearing was by xylol.

The practice of using a list of chemicals as xylol-

toluol, chloroform, creosote should be

condemned.

As the sections are very thick (100 microns) much

dammar had to be applied before putting the cover

slip and great care was taken not to allow air

bubbles to stay inbetween or below the sections.

After the sections v/ere dry they were put in the

enlarger and projected on bromide paier at the

required enlargement* Ten times enlargement was

used for the rabbit and pigeon and five times for

the goat. The needle traces in the stained

sections take different appearances. If a

haemorrhage occurred the track will be seen full of

blood. It may appear as a black line with a

haze around it, probably due to pressure on cells
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3urrounding it. It may appear as an empty

space (Figs. 8, 9 ark3 10).

CaudaC.

Other histological methods used for studying

the structure of the superior colliculus v^ere the
toluidine blue stain for the cells. heil with

paraffin sections showed excellent results, as did
De Castro silver impregnation method and Roger's

silver stain.

Fig. 8a sagittal

section in optic

tectum of pigeon in the

.region of the ventricle

showing two needle tracks.

ROSLtolL-

ftoslxd

Fig. 8b sagittal

section near the

lateral edge of the

optic tectum of

pigeon showing two

needle tracks
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Fig. 9 Photograph of a sagittal section of superior
colliculus of rabbit showing one needle
track full of blood. xlO

Pig. 10 Photograph of a sagittal section of superior
colliculus ofgoat showing four needle tracks
going deep in the colliculus and three tracks
in pretectal region. x5
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RESULTS

Rabbit

Twenty-three preparations were mode. Eight

were failures. Out of these eight two died

from compression on the brain by the ear-piecos

while mounting the animal, on the stereotaxic

instrument (Rabbits 7 and 10). Two died from

haemorrhage (Rabbits 4 and 11), one from bone wodnd

(possibly one of the venous sinuses was injured)

and the other while trying to amputate the

occipital lobe. Two died from unexplained low

blood pressure which developed suddenly (Rabbits
5 and 22). Two were in excellent condition

(Rabbits 7 and 9) but gave no response. Amblyopia

was suspected and since then only animals with

brisk light reflex were used.

All the failures were under urethane anaesthesia.

Altogether one hundred and three stabs into

the superior colli cuius were made. Only those

which gave visual responses that could be seen on

the screen and heard by the loud speaker and whose

needle tracks were identified histologically, were

considered successful. These were sixty-seven.

The thirty-six remaining ones were disregarded

completely either because they gave no or doubtful

visual response, or they were not in the superior

colli cuius due to errors in using the scale of the

stereotaxic instrument. Anyhow the chance of
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error in using the scale was small and not more

than 1mm,for example some stabs intended for the

posterior edge of the superior colliculus hit the

inferior colliculus. These gave auditory

response,

- Two stabs recorded"collicular alpha rhythm" but

the inhibition to w. light stimulus was not

localivable. These too were disregarded. In

two early preparations no attempt wss made to

investigate the deeper structures of the superior

colliculus, but in the later ones almost all the

successful stabs were patiently investigated sll

through the depths of the needle tracks.

The mapping of the surface was easy and the

moment the needle tip touched the surface of the

colliculus and a response localized from the

visual field, this was recorded and then the needle

carried down to deeper layers.

From the surface of the colliculus the response was

always localized and in some striking instances a

slight movement of the light source to one or other

side or up and down for one or two degrees on the

perimeter made the response disappear.

Conditions were quite different when the needle tip

was below the surface of the colliculus where no more

point localization is existing. Deeper than the

surface of the colliculus, response from the visual
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field was usually complicated. Different shapes

were noticed and they all came under one of the

following! See figure 12

1. Round patches

2. Oblong or oval patches

3. Sectors with apex pointing towards fixation

point. These were simple or composite

4. Harrow arcs concentric v/ith the fixation point

5. Broad arcs also coneerftric with the fixation

point

6. Combination of two or more of the above mentioned

patterns

It was considered important to .mow from which

layers of the superior colliculus these different

patterns cone. So referring to the depth from

which the needle tip picxed up the response and

allowing in the calculation for the shrinkage which

the tissue suffers in process of dehydration prior

to cutting the sections the following tables were

prepared containing'twenty of the successful stabs

accompanied by diagrams from the actual photographs

of the stained sections which show the particular

needle track. The point on the surface of the

colliculus where the needle entered is also shown.

RET111,L PROJECTION OR THE 1URFACE
OF THE uUPEEIOR COLLIGULUS

The lower half of the retina or up er half of

visual field is projected on the medial half of the
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Fig. 12. Shows examples of different patterns In
the visual field from which response to light
stimulus could he obtained when the needle tip
was deeper than the surface of the superior
colliculus.
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superior colliculus, the up. er half of the retina

or the lower half of the visual field is projected

on the lateral half of the superior colliculusf

the temporal half of the retina or nasal half of the

visual field is projected anteriorly on the colliculu

while the nasal half of the retina or temporal half

of the visual field is projected caudally on the

colliculus (Fig* 13)*

ANTERIOR

UJ
Z

_J
b

Fig. 13 shows afi? the different

quadrants of the left retina cm the right

superior colliculus of the rabbit.

LTs Lower temporal

UTs Upper temporal

LN: Lower nasal

UK: Upper nasal
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However the distribution of the visual field

on the surface of the superior collicuius is not

equal in terms of central and peripheral fields*

The central visual field from the centre of the

perimeter to 55° either on the horizontal plane

or the vertical plane bisecting this centre9 oecupiejs
a. much larger area on the surface of the colli cuius

compared with the peripheral field* This is

especially apparent anteroposteriorly (horizontal

plane) than from side to side (vertical plane)

(Fig* 14)* To illustrate this9 several needle

stabs and their representations in the field of

vision were chosen (see Pigs. 14 and 15) *

This wide area of representation corresponds with

an area of the retina surrounding the point where

the optic axis falls on the posterior pole of the

eye* In fact in these preparations the eye

was fixed in such a way that the optic axis would

be in line with the centre of the perimeter as was

mentioned before* This was unavoidable as there

is no macula to be seen in the retina of the rabbit

either by gross dissection or ophthalmoscopieslly*

By using the ophtha 110scope one could only see

the very dim red reflex and white band of

myelinated fibres running horizontally in the upper

posterior segmant of the eye ballp this of course

is the optie papilla or blind spot* The accuracy
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in mapping depends to a large extent on the

fixation of the oye® Some false results were

obtained in the early two preparations when the

eye eould be seen roving even under the deep

urethane anaesthesia®

One could not obtain any visual response by

shining the light into the eye on the same side

of the colli cuius as the needle®

In analysing the results., the upper three

layers (which receive the optic fibres) were

considered separately® The lower strata of the

colliculus were not considered individually but as

one layer from which the efferent path?/ay starts®



Fig. 14. Diagram of right superior colliculus of
rabbit looked at from above, showing positions
of needles (from different animals). The corres¬
ponding points in the visual field are shown in
Fig. 16.
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No. R. Anaesth.
Response
from 8. Zm

Response
from

Response
from 3,0.

Response
from

deeper
layers

1 8 Urethsne localised oblong
patch

unlocal-
isable

none

2 8 Urethsne localised oblong
patch

oblong
patch

f8int

3 12 Urethane localised arc faint faint

4 12 Urethane localised arcs

-thin
-thick
sectors

compound
figures

faint

5 12 Urethane localised oblong
patch

oblong
patch &
sharp
band

faint

6 12 Urethane localised oval
v/ith long
axis
vertical

none none

7 13 Ure thane localised straight
line and
oblong
patch

none none

8 13 Urethane localised small arc round
patch

faint

9 14 Nembutal
Ether

localised oblong
patch

none none

10 14 Nembutal
Ether

localised oval oblong
patch

f8int

11 15 Nembutal
Ether

localised oblong
patch

faint none

12 15 Nembutal
Ether

localised straight
lines
thin and
thick

faint none

13 15 Nembutal
Ether

localised thick
arcs

?
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1
No. P.. Anaeeth.

Response
from S.2.

Response
from S.GSL

Response
fr om S. 0.

Resjjonse
from

deeper
la.vers

14 16 Nembutal
St her

localised oblong
patch

faint none

15 17 Nembutal
Ether

localised oblong
pat ch

none none

16 17 Nembutal
Ether

localised very
thick
arc

very
thick
arc

none

17 17 Nembutal
Ether

localised compound
figui'e

none none

18 17 Nembutal
Ether

localised thick
line

compound
figure

none

19 17 Nembutal
Ether

localised thick
are

thick
are

none

SO 18 Nembutal
Ether

localised compound
figure

compound
figure

none

Es Rabbit

S.2s Stratum Zonule

t) a G . 3 0 Stratum griseum superficiale

S.QS Stratum optieum
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The following diagrams consist of the
outlines of the sagittal sections of the superior
collieuli of rabbits* Maries are put to show
where the responses were obtained from,, An
open circle on the surface indicates a localized
response from stratum zonale. The point of
entrance of the needle is shown as a circle on
the outline of the superior collicuius. This
is followed by charts of the visual field showing
where the response came from. Each chart has
a marie at the top which is identical with the
one on the sagittal section where the response
was obtained.

8.G-.S. stratum griseum superficial©

S.O. stratum optieum

I.Co inferior colliculus
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Fig* 17 shows where response was obtained
from in one stab in superior
coliiculus of rabbit (corresponds
to No. 1 in the tables). The
areas in the field of vision ere
in the following charts. Figs.18 &
19.

RABBIT* 8 LEFT
IO. 4.1952.

RABBIT 8 LEFT
IO-4.I952.

Fig. 18 Fig. 19
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ANTERIOR

Pig. 20 shows where response was obtained
from In one stab in superior
collicuius of rabbit (coiresponds
to Ho. 2 in the tables). The areas
in the field of vision are in the
following charts. Pigs. 21,22,23,24.

Pig. 23 Pig. 24

RABBIT 8 LEFT
0 10.4.1952

Pig. 21
I8AI952 0 J""

Pig.
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Fig, 25 shows where response wes obtained

from in one stab in superior
collicuius of rabbit (corresponds
to Ko. 4 in the tables). The areas
in the field of vision are in the
following charts. Figs. 26, 27, 28,
23, 50, 51, 52, 53,

Fig. 28 Fig. 29



Fig. 32 33
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X IO

Fig. 34 shows where response was
obtained from in one stab
in superior collieulus of
rabbit (corresponds to No. 5
in the tables). The areas in
the field of vision ore in the
following charts. Figs, 35, 36,
37c 3<J, 39.
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j JUB3IT *11) , ,UCy
, J \o#» t/s/as

Fig# 37 Fig.- 38

Fig. 39

Fig# 36

^
-

\
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Fig. 40 shows where response was obtained
from in one stab in superior
collicuius of rabbit (corresponds
to Mo. 6 in the tables). The areas
in the field of vision ere in the
following charts. Figs. 41,42,43,44.

Fig. 41

I
\ . .7--*- t -

axasrr >. is

_ Fig. 42
SASSIT .

[• - - -I • -\i\m

Fig. 43 Fig. 44
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Pig. 45 shows where response was obtained
from in sue stab in superior
colliculuB of rabbit (corresponds
to Wo. 7 in tb© tables). The
areas in the field of vision are
in the following Charts. Figs. 46>
47, 48.

- 75 -
abH8 V - • . '-V- ■

anterior
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Pig. 4-9 shows where response was obtained
from in ons> °rts?> in superior
colllculus of rabbit (corresponds
to Ko. 11 in the tables). The areas
in the field of vision are in the
following charts. Pigs. 50, 51, 52.

Pig. 52
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Goat

Nine preparations were made* One only was

disappointing (Goat 8). For some unknown reason

neither the collieulus nor the visual cortex gave

a satisfactory response.

Altogether thirty-nine stabs were made for the

colliculus and forty-five for the cortex. The

surface mapping was again sn easy task and in fact

in the later exxjeriments when an idea was formed

about the mapping it was possible to insert the

needle in a certain part of the coliiculus and p\Jt

the stimulus in the part of the field which according

to the measurements should give a response. This

never failed.

Out of the thirty-nine atabs intended for the

collicuius, six were disregarded in the results.

Eleven reached the surface or failed to give

any response when put deep in the colliculus.

Twenty stabs were successfully studied throughout

the depths of the colliculus. Again as in the

rabbit the response obtained when the needle was on

the surface was quite localised, but got wider as

the needle was driven into the deeper layers.

The patterns mapped in the visual field when the

needle was deep were a little different from what

was obtained in the rabbit for example no sharp

thin arcs concentric with the fixation point were



obtained * The results are tabulated and diagrams

of the histological sections showing the points

from which the responses were obtained are shown®

As in the rabbit it was found that the lower

half of the visual field is projected on the

medial half of the superior eollieulus, the upper

half of the visual field is projected on the lateral

half of the superior collieulus® The temporal half

of the retina or the nasal half of the visual field

is projected anteriorly on the collieuiue while the

nasal half of the retina or temporal half of the

visual field is projected caudally oil the collieulus

(Fig® 53)o

Again the central visual field occupies a much

wider area on the surface of the collieulus than

the peripheral field (Figs® 549

As reference to fixation point the optic axis was

used® (The pupil of the goat is elongated and the

long axis lies horizontally)®



Fig* 53 shows the projection of the different
quadrants of the left retina on the
right superior colliculus of the goat*

LTs lower temporal
UT: upper temporal
jl.1'4: lower nasal
Ufc: upper nasal

Fig* 54* Diagram of right superior colliculus of
goat looked at from shove, showing positions of
needles (from different animals). The corres¬
ponding points in the visual field ore shown in
Fig* 55*



Animal . No Side

Date
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No. a. Anaesth.
Response
from S.Z.

Response
from -.iGivi

Re sponse
from 3. 0.

Response
from

deeper
layers

2

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

2

Nembutal
Ether

Nembutal
Ether

2

2

2

2

3

Urethane
shlora lose

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

localized short
thick
arc

compound
figure &
oblong
patch

"collicular" olphi rhythm
for a short time

localized

localised

localized
at fixation

point

localized

localized

localized

localized

localized

localized

localized

localized

remained
localizjd
3.P. was

very low
& polarity
of spikesj
was reverssu

faint

thin arc

remained
localized

thick arc

thick arcs

thick arc

thiCK. arc

oblong
patch
and
sector

localized

short
thick
arc

oblong
patch

faint

none

none

thick
8rcs &
compound
figures

localized

faint

oblong
patch
and
sector

oblong
band

short
thick
arc

compound
figure
& oblong
p8tch

faint
visual
response.
Response
obtained
from mes¬

encephalic
root of
5th N. on

moving the
jaw

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none
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No. Go Anaesth.
Response
from 3.B.

Response
from SG.O

Re sponse
from SO.

Re sponse
from

deeper
layers

13 5 Ux-e t hane
cKLorslose

localized thick arc

and
compound
figure

compound
figure

faint

14 5 ditto localized sectors sectors
and thick

arcs

faint

15 5 ditto localized thick
arc

none none

16 5 ditto localized oblong
patch

faint none

17 6 ditto localised t hi ck
arcs

gaint none

18 6 ditto localised compound
arcs

faint none

19 9 Nembutal localized round
patch

faint none

20 9 Nembutal localised round
patch

faint none

1

as Goat

S * I'll c Stratum zonale

3.G.S; Stratum griseura superficisle

BeOS Stratum opticum
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Tile following diagrams consist of the
outlines of the sagittal sections of the superior
eolliculus of goats. Marks are put to show
where the responses were obtained from. An
open circle on the surface indicates a localized
response from stratum zonale. The point of
entrance of the needle is sho?/n as a circle on
the outline of the superior collicuius. This
is followed by charts of the visual field
showing where the response came from. Each
chart has a mark at the top which is identical
with the one on the sagittal section where the
response was obtained.
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j?tg» 57 Bhows where responge was obtained
from in one stab in ,the superior
colliculus of goct (corresponding
to Eo. 2 in the tables). The area
in the field of vision is shown in
the following chart i?.g 58.
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A NTE1PI0R

X 5
i

Fig. 59 shows where response was obtained
from in one stab in the superior
colliculus of goat (corresx>onding
to No. 9 in the tables)• The
areas in the field of vision are
shown in the following charts.
Figs. 60, 61. 62, 63» '64.
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Pig. 60 Fig. 61

Pig. 63Pig. 62

Pig. 64
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anterior
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Fig. 68 Fig. 69

Fig. 66

M .MAT
om 8/«v#2

Fig. 67
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Pig. 71 shows where response was obtained
from in one stab in the superior
collipulus of goat (corresponding
to Ho. 15 in the tables). The
areas in the fi§.14 of vision are
shown in the following charts.
Pigs. 72, 73.

Pig. 72 Pig. 73



Pig* 74 shows where response was obtained
from in one stab in the superior
collicuius of ;oet (corresponding
to No. 12 in the tables). The
areas in the field of vision are
shown in the following charts*
Pi s. 75, 76, 77, 78.
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*

Fig. 75 Fig. 76

Fig. 77 Pig. 78
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Fig. 79 ahov/s where response vn s obtained
from in one stab in the superior
colliculus of goat (corresponding
to No. 16 in the tables). The
areas in the field of vision are
shown in the following charts.
Figs. 80, 81.
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Fig, 82 Bhov/s where response wc s obtained
from in one stab in the superior
colliculus of goat (corres onding
to No* 18 in the tables). The
areas in the field of vision are
3hown in the following charts.
Figs, 839 84.

Fig. 33 Fig. 84
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Pigeon

Ten pre aretioas were mode. Three died from

anaesthesia (two from chloral hydrate and one from

ether). Of the seven successes, three were

decerebrated on the right side and four decerebrated

on both sides. The insertion of needles was

actually easy because the optic tectum was under

direct vision.

Point to point localization of the retina on

the surface of o -tic tectum was obtained. No

patterns were obtained from the visual field when

the needle was dec er than the surface as was

obtained in the rabbit and goat. At .tost a wider

area (of about 5° in diameter) from some depths of

the optic tectum was observed but these were occasional.

The optic tectum of the pigeon as in other birds

differs considerably in shape from the familiar

appearance of the superior collicuius in mammals.

It has an upper flat surface surrounded by an

illdefined edge on the anterior, lateral and posterior

margins. From this edge one con follow an anterior

surface, and an enormous lateral surface which is

continuous with the under surface. So the optic

tectum looks morh or less lliie a boat.
»

Most of the needle stabs were carried down

(after recording from the upver surface) through the

substance of the optic tectum to reach the under

surfacej thus one needle stab would explore the
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upper surface, the deeper layers and the other¬

wise inaccessible under surface. (Figs. 85 & 86).

Fig. 85 Fig. 86

Figs. 85 and 86 two examples of sections cut
through optic tectum of pigeon to show
needle traces reaching the under surface
of the tectum.

An example from two pigeons (5 and 6) is given

in Fig. 87 accompanied by a chart of the visual field

responses Fig. 88. Stabs (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10, 11) show the mapping of retina on the

superior surface only. Stabs (1, 12, 13, 14) show

the mapping on both the superior and the inferior

surfaces.

The up er nasal quadrant of the visual field or

the lower temporal quadrant of the retina is projected

on the anterior half of the upper surface of the optic

tectum. The upper temporal quadrant of the visual

field or the inferior nasal quadrant of the retina

is projected on the caudal half of the upper surface

of the optic tectum. The lateral edcre represents



Animal No Side

Date

Fig. 88

To face page 97
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A/VTSRIO* ARTfRioR

2 3 6" <5 7 6
• • • • • • •

9 /o // u
§ IZ

/ 3

87a 87"b

. 87 Right optic tectum of pigeon, 87a
represents the upper surface, 87b
represents "both the lateral and under
surface as if looked at from above.
1 to 14 on 87a show points on surface
where needle touched and then pierced
the optic tectum. 1, 12, 13, and 14
in 87b show points on the lateral and
under surfaces where the corresponding
ones in 87a are the sites of entrance
of needles. The visual chart is
shown in Fig. 88.



halves of the visual.field. The lower nasal

quadrant of the visual field or the upper temporal

quadrant of the retina is projected on the anterior
.

halves of both the lateral end under surfaces of

the optic tectum. The lower temporal quadrant

of the visual field or the upper nasal quadrant

of the retina is projected on the posterior halves

Of the lateral and under surface of the optic tectum

(Fig. 89).

A NT CRlOft

Fig. 89 The right optic tectum of pigeon
as looked at from the side. The
dotted line represents the lateral
edge. The projection of the retina
is shown.

L.T.s lower temporal quadrant on anterior
half of superior surface

L.N.: lower nasal quadrant on posterior
half of superior surface

U.T.s upper temporal quadrant on anterior
halves of lateral and under surfaces

U.N.: up er nasal quadrant on posterior halves
of lateral and under surfaces.
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The distribution of the retina or visual field

on the optic tectum is not proportionate (Fig. 90).

It was found that the central field occupies much

more on the surface of the optic tectum than the

peripheral field. The lower pert of the central

field especially has enormous representation on

the bulging convexity of the lBtersl surface and

compared with the anteroposterior representation

in the same area, it is about five times as large

O.V. Optic Ventricle
C.G. Central Gray
O.M.N. Oculomotor Nuclei

S.G.F.S. Stratum griseum et Fiorosum superficiale
S.G.C. Stratum griseum centrale
S.A.C. Stratum album centrale

N.M.L.D. Nucleus mesencepliilicus lateralis pars
dorsalis

Fig. 90. Frontal section showing both optic tecti
of pigeon.
The distribution of the vertical meridian of
visual field is shown in degrees.
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During the journey of the needle from the upper

surface to the lower surface response from visual

stimulation was not obtained from all the thicicness

of the optic tectum. Response was obtained from

the upper surface down to the roof of the ventricle.

When the needle tip was in the ventricle there was

complete silence. Then the needle came into the

central gray, an area of cells and fibres which

apparently has nothing to do with visual perception.

There, in four instances it was clearly demonstrated

a spontaneous discharge which wss quite independent

from visual stimulation, i.e. it persisted when the

light stimulus was off.

Then auditory response was obtained from the

inferior collicuius. This also was constant.

After traversing this area visual response reappears

from stimulation of the up; er half of the retina i.e.

from the lower half of the visual field. Pigs. 91

and 92.

Pig. 91 a photograph of section through the whole
thickness of optic tectum of pigeon. Pig.
92 is a diagram of the same section.
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Fig* 92 diagram of the photograph of optic
tectum shown in Fig. 91.

/ '

V: ventricle

C.G: central gray

I.Qs inferior colliculus

The dotted area is the visual portion of
the optic tectum.
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HISTOLOGICAL H;^.ULT-d

It*. Stratum aonale in rabbit and goat could be

demonstrated easily in sections stained with

toluidine blue or silver stain by reoger's method

(Pigs® 93 and 94)® It v/as impossible to see ^
in sections cut from tissue stained In block as ^

De Gastro's methods probably due to the heavy

precipitation of silver on the surface®

The stratum griseum superfieiale was found

to consist of small cells of about ten microns in

diameter in its superficial part and larger cells

of about twenty microns in the deeper part

(Pigs. 94, 95, 96 and 97).
The stratura opticum contains large cells of

about twenty microns in diameter and similar to

those in the deeper layer of stratum griseum

superfieiale (Pigs® 98 and 99)®

The stratum lemnisei contains large cells

of eighty to onehundred microns in diameter

(cell body only) with very thick and long processes

(Figs® 100, 101 and 108).



Fig# 93 frontal sect-. - in she superior
collictili of r«&bit (Toluidine
blue stein) shewinr tbe different
cell layers. On the left tbe
stratum zonale appears as a very

* thin line oi' cells on the surface*
X 11.

4

Fig. 94 sagittal section in superior
collicuius of rabbit (Roger's
silver stain) showing the stratum
zonale and some of the cells of the
stratum gfciseum in focus. The
difference in size of cells in the
upper and lower parts of stratum
griseum superficiale is apparent X 50
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Pig. 95 Prom section In superior colliculus
of rabbit shoeing the cells in deep
lasers of stratum griseum superficisle
taiding the stain lightly X 425
(Rogers Sifter stain}. f

Fig. 96 Sagittal section in superior
colliculus of rabbit (Toluidine
blue stain) showing the smell size
of cells in stratum zonale and upper
•cart of stratum griseum superficlale
X 425.
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Fig* 97 From section in stratum griseum
superficial© (Soluidine blue stain)
showing the big cells in lower layer of
this layer X 425 compare with the
following Fig* which shows the cells
in stratum opticum of same size*

Fig. 98 Section in stratum opticum
(Toluidine blue stain) showing the
big cells comparable with those in
deep layer of stratum griseum
superficisle X 425.
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>100 section through stratum lenniscl
showing the big cells (Toluidine blue
stain) X 425 compare with the following
two j?igs*

> 99 Section in stratum opticum of superior
collioulus of rabbit showing the fibres
and of the optic tract end cells among
thei.i. Botioe the abu-rf - nee and big
si...e of the cells i, o, silver stain)
X 265
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Fig. 101
X 425

Fig. 102

Figs. 101 and 102 showing cells of stratum
leanisei in superior colliculus in
rabbit showing the big cells
(De Castro silver) X 175
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ZLoCTXlCi,;L .. ULTS

In rabbit and goat it was found that when the

needle electrode was either on the surface of the

superior eollieulus or deep in the stratum griseum
O-

superficial© or stratum o ticum, and light flashed from

the corresponding point in the field of vision,

electrical potentials that accompany the response to

stimulation were picked up. The results were to

great extent similar in both rabbit and goat.

Unfortunately no response from single units was

obtained, but quite a number showed spikes instead

of slow waves..

The latent period: in this case between the

flashing of light stimulus and the appearance of the

response was 30 msecs. ,osi ,ot*t ,o"0'
However there wss another response to the same

stimulus which always appeared later than this.

It is interesting to note that when the needle

was dee er than the surface of the superior*

colliculus and a response was obtained from a wider

area in the field and especially if it were of a

large diameter, the response with shorter latency

always occupied a smaller area in the field, and

W8S always in the centre of the area of response,

whereas the response with longer latency could be

obtained from all over the area of response in the
OSLttk.

field. In one instance (rabbit 16) the'response
with shorter latency was occupying a sharp point

i
whereas the response with a longer latency was

ft
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occupying a wide area* This was the feature

when the tip of the needle electrode was in the

superficial layer of the stratum griseum

superficiale, but when the tip of- the electrode

reached the deeper layer of the same stratum, the

response with the short latency disappeared completely

and the one with the longer latency persisted®

In one rabbit and in one goat a spontaneous

discharge at e frequency of 30-40/sec. was noticed

in the daric and was inhibited at flashing the light

stimulus "collicular alpha rhythm"There was

no localization of the inhibition i.e. it occured

wherever the light stimulus was in the field of

vision.

As regards facilitation effect by a second

stimulus, it was found that when the second

stimulus was located within 10° on the perimeter

away from the first stimulus, and both are within

an area in the field giving response, and provided

the two stimuli ere simultaneous then facilitation

occured. When on the other hand they were not

simultaneous, inhibition occured. This inhibition

occured even when the two stimuli were separated

by a distance U; to 2-5° on the perimeter, whether

vertically or horizontally. At this distance

of separation and the two stimuli being

simultaneous, no facilitation was observed.

As facilitation, inhibition also occured only
/

when the two stimuli we're in the area of the field
T
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which gave resr;onse.

The most marued and constant facilitation,

however, was obtained when the two stimuli were

close together, and not more than 2° apart.

In one goat (goat 3) while the needle tip was

in the deeper layers oi' the stratum griseum

superficiole, a response was obtained by putting
*

the usual stimulus (lmm in diameter) which subtends

an angle of 0.55° on the perimeter. This response

as usual consisted of an early and a late component.

U'hen a diffuse light was flashed in front of the

eye the late component disappeared and the early

persisted. This was repeated several times and

was found constant.

In the pigeon, it was also noticed thst the

response was of two components, the faster one was

of 82 msecs. latency while the late one was 50 msecs,.

The wider areas in the field obtained when the

needle electrode was in the stratum griseum

superficiale which were obtained in rabbit and goat

and had characteristic shapes were not obtained in

the pigeon, instead only a widening of the area of

response could be noticed in some cases. This

also had the characteristic two components of the

response. ( \°s , to<\ d-uo)
In the pigeon and rabbit there was rapid

adaptation of the long latency response to the

light stimulus.
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Fig. 103 Response from stratum griseum
superficiale of superior collicuius
of rsb it in response to light
stimulus. Time 1 sec.

10

Fig. 104 Response from superficiale layers of
stratum griseum superficiale of
superior colliculus of rabbit in
response to light stimulus.
Time 1 sec.
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Fi._# 1Q5 Discharge obtained from stratum
griseum superficial© of superior
coliieulus oi' rabbit showing
"colliculus alpha rhythm** and the
inhibition obtained when the light
stimulus was switched on.

• Frequency 40/sec.

~h 5j5c

Fig# 106 fiesponses from stratum griseum
superi'iciele in superior colliculus
of goat in response to light stimulus.
Time 1 sec#

10

*
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Pig. 107 Spike potentials from superficial
layers of stratum griseum suporficiole
of goat- itf response to light stimulus.
Time ..1 sec.

100
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Pig. 108 Kerly response (spike potentials)
fr ,m optic tectum of pigeon to
light stimulus. Time 1 sec.

100
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,^

Fig* 109 Late response from optic tectum of
pigeon in response to light stimulus
Time 1 sec. L^ie^i- ^^ricd w ^ec.

100

I

Fig* 110 Spontaneous discharges from optic
tectum of pigeon and the effect of
a light stimulus in increasing the
frequency.
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DISOPbSlOM

The potentials picked up train the surface of

the superior colliculus in response to the light

stimulus had a short latency in most cases# The

potentials picked up from the stratum griseum

superficiale and stratum or>ticuni were usually

composite i.e# one with a short latency followed by

one with : uch longer latency# One would think

that the first is clue to impulses frori the retina

carried by the mesencephalic root of the optic tract

directly to the superior colliculus, hereaa the

other with longer latency comes from the visual cortex

via the c^rtico-mesencephalic fibres and hence the

longer latency, but this is not the case because it

persisted after removal of the occipital lobe, in

two rabbits, most of the .igeons and in some goats

where the cortex wee not functioning in later hours

of expert ;ents due to prolonged exposure (as judged

by absence of response when the needle was

piercing the cortex on its way to the colliculus)#
The stimulus used in this work subtended an angle of 0#25°

on the retina, and certainly it was not stimulating

one receptor cell at a time, but a number of cells#

Moreover, although the light stimulus is focussed b

the animal's own dioptric system on its retina, to

a spot maximally illuminated, yet the intra ocular

reflection surrounding this spot should not be over¬

looked. This reflected light of course is less
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bright then the direct one, but still it will

stimulate optic fibres far away from the spot
,

primarily stimulated. These fibres would carry
■

an impulse later than that carried from tne brighter

spot and hence appear as longer latency. L. C.

Thomson (1963) recorded splice potentials with a

silver-filled glass mierocepilisry from single

fibres of the intracranial part of the optic nerve

in rabbits. The photoreceptors influencing the
• '

fibre were stimulated with a small spot of light

focussed upon the retina through the normal dioptric

mechanism of the eye. The receptive field of a

single fibre was found to be a circular area of

retina 1mm in diameter. As the stimulus spot

moved towards the centre of this field the latent

period between the end of the illumination and thd

first spike of the "off" response shortened from

about eighty msecs to about five msecs, with

increased number of spikes. In Thomson's

experiments the area of retina contributing to
i

the stimulation subtended an angle of about 18-15°

in the visual field. If the intensity of the

stimulus light was lowered thirty two times, this

would make a marked difference in the measured

size of the field, because reducing the

intensity of the stimulus reduces the size of the

aberration pattern in the image end this should

be reflected in the small angle within which a

response could be obtained. On the contrary
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Thomson found the recej>tive field to be substentially

similar to that recorded before the intensity of the

light was reduced, so it is probably the angle

subtended by the true area of reception of one

nerve fibre# The geometrical size of the light

spot was therefore much smaller than the area

supplied by a single ganglion cell. Tho son

concludes that the reduction of the latent period

indicates that the large size of the field is due

to interconnections between the ganglion cells and

other retinal neurons.

The stratum opticum, especially the superficial

half "here she mesencephalic root of. the optic tract

ends, contains large cells of twenty microns in

diameter and very similar to those in the deep layer

of the stratum griseum superficiale. They are

quite- numerous and they correspond to the ones in

the stratum griseum superficiale above them, because

the localization of light sti sulus in the field

would not change when the needle tip reached thu se

cells. It seems probable that the response

obtained £rom this layer is from these cells and not

from the optic fibres, because if it were from the

fibres one would expect a rapid change in the

localization of the light stimulus in the field as

the needle goes down# The only difference

noted v/as that these cells were less excitable than the

more superficial ones in the stratum griseum
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superficialc with the anaesthetics used whereas

Cooper» Daniel and whitteridge (in preparation)

obtained lively responses from the stratum o\_ ticum

in the goat under nembutal anaesthesia* Anyhow

in this worm; there were . lie freeuently responses

from this deep layer, but always fainter than the

ones from the stratum griseura superficiole#

Another feature in the study of the histology

of the superior eolliculus is the abundance of large

cells of about 80-100 microns in diameter with long

processes in the stratum lemnisci and mostly

situated in the caudal half of the superior eollieul

I Whether the tectospinal tract originates from these
still

cells, i has'to be investigated*

There is no doubt about the existence of the

stratum sonale as an individual layer both

histologically and by the fact that the termination

of fibres in this none is in sueh a pattern that a

sharp localised response with short latency could

always be obtained* This layer could never be

demonstrated by silver staining in block, probably

due to the heavy precipitate on the surface*

It has been mentioned before that the mapping

of the retina on the superior collicuius was worked
..

out anatomically on rabbit, rat, opossum and ferret*

The results demonstrated a separate representation

of the particular retinal quadrants on the superior

coHicuius. Brouwer and Aeeraan failed to trace
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macular fibres at all. ter advanced more and

could map the retina in more detail on the surface

of the superior eolliculus of the cat. But the

projection of the dnute parts of the retina in

terras of voint to point representation re iained to

be proven. Of course the word "point* in tt.is

connection does not refer to the mathematical

definition which would indicate a place with no

dimensions, but to describe hoi; .unufco the

receiving apparatus of vision is represented on

such a visual centre. In this study it was

proved beyond doubt that there is a point to point

localization of the retina on the surface of the

superior collicuius. Conditions were more

complicated in the stratum griseum superficiale

and the stratum opticum where certain patterns

were, obtained from the field of vision as seen in

the diagrams. These atterns had certain

features. They were either radiating from the

fixation point on the perimeter or concentric with

this pdint. Their boundaries '.ere sharp,

whether these patterns have any importance in the

reflex movements of the eyes in directing the gaze

towards an object in the field is still to be

proved. Anyhow Pitts and mcbulloeh (1947)

describing neural mechanisms which exhibit

recognition of forms, and using as basis for their

explanations the woric of A: ter (1945 and 1946) of
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mep; ing the visual field oil su erior eolliculus

of eatP they came to the conclusion that the

results of A; ter agree well with their hypothesis.

They made use of the projection of the horizontal

and vertical planes of the visual field on the

superior colliculus and compared them with their

hypothetical X and Y co-ordinates which they

generalize and describe them even for the visual

cortex. Pitts and MeCulloeh were trying to

explain the function of the superior colliculus in

directing gaze towards a certain point in the field.

It hough their work. and conclusions are ore or less

theoretical yet the patterns described in the

results of this study especially the straight lines

and oblong patches on the horizontal lane do fit

well with their theories of co-ordinates, making

the colliculus to "take a weighted centx-e of gravity

of an impingent distribution of light".

It was shown that the area centralis is

represented on the superior colliculus too. It

was argued that the macular fibres go to the

pretectal region and not to the superior colliculus

(Clark 1942) after Brouwer and Seemen failed to

follow them to the superior colliculus. Although

macular fibres go to the pretectal srea for the

light reflex, nevertheless the macula is very

well represented on the superior colliculus in f>ij ^i

j rabbity :oet Ixi thi : res oct the
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rabbit is included whether it has a real macula

or nots but the important thing is the presence of

an are® for detailed central vision. In fact

it was found that macular area is the one

relatively occupying the bigger portion of the

colliculus compared with the peripheral retina# and

even this enormous representation is not

proportionate because in the rabbit, the horizontal

plane was found much batter repre ented than the

vertical one. This is also true for the goat

although in addition the lower field is slightly

more represented than the upper. In the pigeon

it is the lower part of the central field which has

enormous representation. It seems probable that

these differences are related to the position of the

head of the animal in normal life. The rabbit with

its head very near to the ground would need more

detailed information about the world in front of
'

and behind it- than down. Age in the gost with

its long necK and high head and the pigeon when

flying high# both need & well represented lower

visual field..

Freeman and rapes (1930) and Layman (1936)

proved that rets with lesions in the superior

eolliculus could learn a brightness discrimination

in the normal learning time and Layman (1936)

found that rats with lesions in the superior

colliculus alone could learn to discriminate
'

striations as well as normal animals. These
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workers had shown that the superior colliculus is

not essential for brightness discrimination nor for

-pattern vision* .although the superior eollieulus

.nay play a part in these functions as suggested by

Ghiselli (.1337)3 because they do not disappear when

the cortex is removed (with subsequent retrograde

degeneration of the lateral geniculate body which

is the other subcortical visual centre) yet it is

not its main functions, nor is it the site for the

long disputed light reflex*

The results of this study show how minutely the

retina is represented on the superior colliculus in

two mammals and a bird* Added to this, the

connections of the superior eolliculus from the

retina end occipital cortex on the one hand and to
and

the oculomotor nuclei9 cranial nerve nuelei neck

muscles centres in the spinal cord on the other

hand, there is no doubt that this centre has some

important function as regards eye movements.

Because of the small size of the superior

colliculus in monkey and man, end since Brouwer and

kee.ian failed to obtain a convincing projection of

the retina on the superior collicuius in monkey,

it has frequently been stated that in monkey end man

the superior collicuius receives an insignificant

number of optie fibres, and hence the unimportance

of this structure in higher mammals emphasized*

This conception is extre- ely erroneous* The

crude method Brouwer and feeman used to trace optic

fibres going to the midbrain region is not at a3.1 a
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proof that the retina is not well projected on the

superior collicuius, since it is well Known tbat

these fibres are lightly myelinated«> It is true

that the colliculus of animals like the rat, rabbit,

goat and birds is enormous, but again the eollieulus

of the cat is also small or even much smaller compared

with that of monkey and man, and yet when .. iter

used electrical methods, she obtained the most

detailed representation of the retina on the surface

-of the superior colliculus® The statement that

in man the superior colliculus receives an

insignificant number of fibres from the retina is

not based on any direct observation.

It is well known that stimulation of the

eollieulus leads to conjugate deviation of the

eyes to a certain point in the field depending on

the point of the colliculus stimulated. iiess/3w^-t
and Bucher (1945) demonstrated that stimulation

of the superior colliculus led to co-ordinate

movements of the eyes and head towards the opposite

side, the direction depending on the part

stimulated. Hess interprets the tectal reaction

as a 'Visual grasp reflex".

The results of Iiess et el are not so clear as

/ipter's who used the strychninemetliod and gave a

very detailed map. It seems probab3.e that in

such experiments using stimulation to a small area

as the superior colliculus one should be very
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careful (as Apter did) and so avoided a strong

stimulus which, is certainly liable to spread more

than is intended* The results of iiese et al

should be accepted- in a brood sense i.e. in a sense

that there is localisation on the superior collicuius

as regards direction of gaze, whereas fcer*s map

should be considered the real localization of

ocular movements. Goldman (1947) observed a

kind of subcortical reflex ovement in man

involving almost exclusively the eyes.

The results of Apter' s work by applying

strychnine to the surface of the colliculus and

flashing light to the whole eye, when the gaze is

directed into eertain directional.?© the paralysis

of gaze in atients with pineal body tumour and how-

it proceeds in accordance with the chart of mapping

obtained by Apter were referred to.

Most authors agree tuat the superior colliculus

in mammals at least is connected to the oculomotor

nuclei in a definite manner. (Kappers,Huber and

Grosby 1939) Mow that nore is xnown about the role

of tie superior colli cuius in eye movements in the

light of the work of Apter and Hess it seems to be

necessary to revise the question of the projection

of superior colliculus on the oculomotor complex.

There is no doubt that the cortico

mesencephalic fibres end in the superior colliculus

but whether the fronto-meseneephalie fibres go

directly to the oculomotor nuclei or first relay in
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The connections of the superior colliculus

with cranial nerve nuclei and centres of neck

muscles in cervical portion of the spinal cord

via the tecto spinal tract are of extreme

importance. Inv.oluntary or voluntary

movements of the head and nec±* towards an object

in the field of vision is mediated through this

tract. In man the extra ocular eye muscles

are much more functioning than in lower mammals

where the head and necK. muscles play a more

important psrt in the direction of gaae than in

man. This is why the tecto spinal tract is

not well developed in man compared with an animal

liKe the cat.

Added to this the connection of the superior

colliculus to the inferior colliculus which makes

the direction of gase to a sound stimulus possible,

shows how the superior collieulus is establishing

varied andimportant connections with afferent

patus on the one hand and the efferent systems

concerned with movements of eyes head and neck on

the other hand. This relationship is

remarkably well map ed everywhere in the visual

pathway: retina minutely projected on superior

colliculus, occipital cortex (being a cerebral

retina itself) also well projected on the serae

lower centre, and this in turn projected to the

oculomotor complex in such a definite manner that

if one part of the colliculus is stimulated by a
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visual stimulus in the field9 then this . art of

the colliculus,, being connected to the part of the

oculomotor complex that would direct the eyes

towards that point in the field would thus complete

the visual reflex are.

She argument that the superior colliculus has

some importance in vision in lower mammals as

evidenced by the retention of conditional response

which has been established on light stimulus after

the extirpation of the occipital cortex does not

mean anything. All animals investigated

(rat, dog5 monkey) are known to have a visual

cortex and the argument that in man, on the other

hand there is complete blindness after lesions

involving the occipital p©le does not mean that

lower animals depend on the superior collie.ilus

for vision. The only possibility is that with

the process of eorticalization of functions it

happened that the visual cortex in monkey and more

in ; ;sn has assumed more functional importance and

that the influence it exercises on the superior

colliculus (as a lower visual centre) is more

pronounced•
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suuiujxy

A historical review of the available

literature is given about the structure of the

superior colliculus and its connections with the

cerebral cortex, inferior colliculus, oculomotor

nuclei, cranisl nerve nuclei and the centres for

nec^ muscles in the cervical portion of the

spinal cord, together with the projection of

retina on the surface of the superior colliculue.

Also the role of the superior colliculus in eye

movements, brightness discrimination and pattern

vision.

The methods of investigation in this study

depend on using the stereotaxis head holder and

a micrometer scale to insert microneedle

ele ctrodes into the various layers of the superior

collieulus of rabbit and goat and the optic

tectum of the pigeon. These structures were

then cut serially in celloidin sections and the

needle tracks were identified. An interrupted

neon light of Irani diameter was used as stimulus

and mounted on 8 perimeter.

The results showed a point to point

representation of the retina on the superior

colliculus in each of the three animals, and in
Hv« deepen,

the rabbit and goat certain latterns were

obtained from the field of vision. These

patterns were either radiating from the fixation

point or concentric with it.
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4« The electrical responses obtained were

of two components in the three animals, one with

short latency and well localized and the other

with long latency and more or less diffuse. The

origin of each is explained.

5. The histological results confirmed the

existence of the stratum zonale and the presence

of large cells in the stratum o; ticum is

emphasized.

6. The role of the superior collicuius as a

centre for involuntary eye movements is

discussed and a suggestion of the importance of

the patterns obtained from the deeper layers is

explained according to Pitts and iiCCullochs

theory about the presence of two co-ordinates in

the superior collicuius.

?o The connections of the tectospinal tract is

referred to and its importance in movements of

the eyes and head especially in lower animals.
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